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Supplementary Note 1 - Electron vs. phonon contribution in thermal conductivity

An important factor in the thermal transport mechanism in GST is the contribution from the

electrons vs. phonons in the total thermal conductivity. Application of the Wiedmann-Franz (WF) law

is a common approach that makes use of electrical resistivity for estimating the electronic contribution

in thermal conductivity.

k = kp + ke (1)

ke = LT/ρ (2)

where kp and ke are thermal conductivities due to phonon and electron contribution, respectively, L

is the Lorenz number, often assumed as the low temperature value of 2.44 × 10−8 W Ω K−2, T is

temperature, and ρ is the electrical resistivity. Lyeo and coworkers [1] reported negligible electronic

contribution in a-GST and c-GST, while ∼70% contribution in h-GST based on electrical resistivity

measurements. However, a survey of the data available in literature, as given in Supplementary Table 1

for the electrical resistivity of the h-GST reveals a significant variations among reported values for the

electrical resistivity of h-GST, ranging by as much as an order of magnitude. This difference among the

electrical resistivities could be partially due to the different deposition process, composition variation,

annealing time, or different measurement techniques. For example, Bragaglia et al. [2] reported that

the resistivity of the h-GST largely depends on the degree of order in vacancy layers. They showed

that for single crystalline h-GST, where the vacancy layers are highly ordered, the electrical resistivity

could be substantially lower than reported values.

According to these studies, in h-GST, depending on the degree of disorder the thermal conduc-

tivity can largely vary. This is consistent with the observation of a disorder-induced metal-insulator

transition in h-GST [3]. However, as the system transitions towards more order, as well as increased

electron thermal conductivity the lattice thermal conductivity is expected to increase. First principle

calculations demonstrate that the lattice thermal conductivity of bulk h-GST can vary in the range of

0.87-1.67 W m−1 K−1 depending on the crystal orientation [4]. Similarly, using first principle calcula-

tions, Campi et al. [5] showed that by adding various scattering terms (Sb/Ge sublattice disorder and

vacancies), the lattice thermal conductivity of bulk h-GST can be adjusted to reduce from an ideal

value of ∼1.6 W m−1 K−1 to experimentally reported value of ∼0.45 W m−1 K−1. A more focused

study on the effect of MIT on thermal conductivity can be found in Ref. [6].
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Supplementary Table 1. Electrical resistivity for GST measured by different groups [1–3,7–9] and
the corresponding electronic contribution to thermal conductivity calculated from WF.

Resistivity Measurement Annealed Ge2Sb2Te5

- h-GST Temperature Temperature Thermal Conductivity
(mΩ cm) (°C) (°C) (W m−1 K−1)

Kato and Tanaka [7] ∼3 100 580 0.2440
Nirschl et al. [8] ∼2 100 350 0.3660

Lee et al. [9] ∼0.84 25 300 0.87
Siegrist et al. [3] ∼0.8 100 300 0.9150

Lyeo et al. [1] ∼0.58 25 400 1.2513
Bragaglia et al. [2] ∼0.32 0 270 2.2875

Supplementary Note 2 - Thermal boundary conductance measurements

The thermal properties of Ge2Sb2Te4 (GST) are measured via Time-domain Thermoreflectance

(TDTR). The experimental procedure and the data analysis for this technique are extensively discussed

elsewhere [10–12]. Supplementary Figure 1(a) shows the experimental data with its corresponding the-

oretical fit for 20 and 160 nm h-GST. To find the GST thermal conductivity and the thermal boundary

conductance (TBC) between GST and W (GGST/W), we perform measurements on various thicknesses

of GST. This is due to the fact that the sensitivity of our measurements to thermal conductivity and

TBC varies with respect to thickness and, therefore, by measuring thermal conductance across various

thicknesses we can distinguish the thermal conductivity from that of TBC. According to the sensitiv-

ity analysis in Supplementary Figure 1 (b,c), for 20 nm GST, the sensitivity of our measurements to

TBC is highest whereas in the 160 nm thick GST, the sensitivity to TBC is negligible. Therefore, we

obtain the intrinsic thermal conductivity of GST from 160 nm film where the influence from TBCs

are minimum and obtain the TBC from the 40 and 20 nm films where the resistance from TBCs are

comparable to that of the GST film.

For this, we measure the thermal conductance across Ru/W/GST/W/Si for a 20 and 40 nm thick

GST, which includes the contribution of all resistances, i.e., layers and their corresponding interfaces.

In TBC measurements, although it makes more sense to use the thinnest GST films like 5 and 10 nm

where the resistance due to the GST film is less, we refrained from taking these ultra-thin thicknesses

into account since the thermal transport are not fully within a diffusive regime. For diffusive thermal

transport, the mean free paths of heat carriers must be shorter than the thickness of the film [13]. As

discussed in the main manuscript, the carriers mean free paths for W layer can be up to 10 nm.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Thermal model analyses.(a) Theoretical fit for 20 and 160 nm GST
thickness, (b,c) Sensitivity to thermal conductivity and TBC on either side of GST layer for a 20 and
160 nm GST (d) Schematic representing the approach used in this study to find the thermal boundary
conductance between GST and W.

In 20 and 40 nm thick GST, the existence of a thinner GST layer increases the sensitivity of our

measurements to GGST/W (Supplementary Figure 1(b)). To find GGST/W, as depicted in Supple-

mentary Figure 1(d), we need to subtract the effect of all other resistors in the series from the total

resistance. For this, since the 20 and 40 nm GST film yield a relatively small resistance between the

Ru and Si, we can treat the entire stack (W/GST/W) as an interface and using a two layer model,

measure the thermal conductance across the Ru/Si interface. The penetration depth in our measure-

ment is on the order of ∼100 nm. The substrate is silicon which acts as a heat sink and therefore

the resistance due to this layer is negligible. This leaves us with seven resistors between Ru and Si as

depicted in the first schematic in Supplementary Figure 1(d).
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Now, in order to deconvolve the thermal conductivity from that of the TBC, we need to know the

intrinsic thermal conductivity of each layer as well as their corresponding TBCs. For this, using a

different set of samples, we measure the thermal conductance across Ru/10 nm W/Si to account for

the intrinsic thermal conductivity of W, Ru/W, and W/Si interfaces. Next, assuming the intrinsic

thermal conductivity of 20 and 40 nm thick GST film is similar to that of the 160 nm, we subtract

the resistance due to the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the 20 and 40 nm GST layer from the

total resistance. In order to mathematically derive an equation for estimating the TBC between GST

and W, we assume each layer and interface introduces a resistance to the thermal transport from the

transducer to the substrate similar to the schematic in Supplementary Figure 1 (d). We can obtain

the overall resistance of the stack between Ru and Si as follows:

Rtotal = RW +RGST +RW

+RRu/W +RW/GST +RGST/W +RW/Si,

(3)

Where R represents the thermal resistance and is defined as the inverse of thermal conductance,

Rtotal = 1/Gtotal. Due to high thermal conductivity of W, the thermal resistance of the W layer

compared to that of GST is negligible and can be dropped from Eq 3. Additionally, due to electronic

transport of heat between the metals, the interfacial thermal resistance between metal-metal interface

such as Ru/W is negligible. Furthermore, we assume the boundary conductance at the front and rear

sides of the GST that are in contact with tungsten are identical ( RW/GST = RGST/W). As a result,

Eq. 3 can be simplified to:

Rtotal = RGST + 2RW/GST +RW/Si, (4)

In the above equation, except for the RW/GST, other parameters can be measured from TDTR

and TEM. Considering that the thermal resistance is the inverse of the thermal conductance, by

rearranging the terms in Eq. 4 we can obtain an equation for GST/W thermal boundary conductance

as follows:

TBCGST/W =
2

( 1
Gtotal

− dfilm
k160 nm GST

− 1
GRu/10 nm W/Si

).
(5)

In this analysis, Gtotal is the total thermal conductance across the composite Ru/W/GST/W/Si

stack and dfilm is the thickness of the GST film. Assuming a similar top and bottom interface between

GST and W, we multiply the obtained TBC by two (in the numerator) to estimate an individual
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GST/W interface. Using Eq. 3, we provide an estimate for the GW/GST across different temperatures

by averaging the values from 20 and 40 nm GST films. However, it must be noted that due to

low thermal conductivity of the GST film in amorphous and cubic phases, the sensitivity to the

GW/GST is not sufficient to enable us to directly fit for this parameter. Supplementary Figure 2 (a-c)

shows the sensitivity of our measurements to parameters like thermal conductivity and TBC at each

phases. There is negligible sensitivity to TBC in the amorphous phase. Upon transformation of a-

GST to c-GST, the sensitivity to TBC increases but is still significantly lower than that of the thermal

conductivity and therefore, would not affect the thermal conductivity measurements. The existence of

low sensitivity to TBC in a-GST and c-GST, explains why the thermal conductivity for both 40 and

160 nm thick GST is similar up to 300 °C. However, as the c-GST transitions to h-GST, the sensitivity

to the thermal conductivity decreases relative to those of the TBCs across the interfaces, and therefore,

above 320 °C, the effective thermal conductivity is suppressed by the influence of interfaces.

Supplementary Figure 2 (d-f) shows our motivations behind using a lower bound in the main

manuscript for GW/GST across different phases. These contour plots indicates the residual value for

our model’s fit relative to the best-fit with respect to the input thermal conductivity and GW/GST .

For this, a range of different values for the thermal conductivity and GW/GST are used to fit our model

to the experimental data, and based on the amount of deviation from the best-fit value these plots

are generated for different phases of GST. The blue region in these plots corresponds to the minimum

deviation from the best-fit value. In other words, for any thermal conductivity and GW/GST that

are taken from the blue region, the model generates the same quality of fit to the empirical data.

This being said, since we can find the thermal conductivity of GST using the thick sample (160 nm),

technically, we should be able to directly fit for the GW/GST in our thermal model using the 20 or

40 nm GST measurements. However, as demonstrated in Supplementary Figure 2 (d and e), due to

lack of sensitivity in a-GST and c-GST, for any GW/GST that has a value higher than the red circle

mark (20 and 110 MW m−2 K−1 for amorphous and cubic, respectively), the model produces a good

fit. For example, in the amorphous phase, if we only fit for the thermal conductivity and fix GW/GST

to any value between 20 MW m−2 K−1 and infinity, the model produces the same quality of fit to

the experimental data. On the other hand, in h-GST (2 (f)), the GW/GST that are in the range of

45-115 MW m−2 K−1 can produce a good fit. This observation leads to prescribing a minimum limit

to GW/GST for amorphous and cubic phases. In order to calculate a lower bound for the GW/GST

across different phases, we assume 10% uncertainty in the measurement of parameters that play a

role in the thermal transport such as thermal conductivity of GST and its thickness. The following

table indicates the sign for calculation of uncertainty that leads to a lower bound for TBC shown
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Supplementary Figure 2. Sensitivity and uncertainity analyses. (a-c) Sensitivity of thermal
conductivity and top/bottom interfaces in a 40 nm thick GST as a function of delay time across
different phases. (d-f) Residual contour of our model’s fit relative to the best fit for GGST/W as a
function of thermal conductivity in different phases of GST. The solid line arrows indicate the range
where for any GGST/W input, the model produces a good fit with correct thermal conductivity. (g,h)
Thermal conductance for 5 and 40 nm thick GST film, sandwiched between 5 nm W spacers.
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in Supplementary Figure 3 (c,d) in the main manuscript. The sign is selected to ensure the lowest

resulting GW/GST .

Supplementary Table 2. The selected sign for setting a lower bound on TBC between GST
and W given in the Fig 3 (c,d) in the main manuscript. Gtot is the thermal conductance across
Ru/W/GST/W/Si

- Gtot GRu/10nmW/Si dGST kGST

Uncertainty -10% +10% -10% +10%

Similar to Supplementary Figure 3 (b) in the manuscript, in order to observe the thermal conduc-

tance of the stack when GST is in cubic vs.∼ hexagonal phase, we perform a similar measurement for 5

and 40 nm thick films. For this, we initially measure the thermal conductance for an as-deposited GST

across different temperatures to determine the thermal conductance as the phase transition occurs.

Then, we take another as-deposited sample, anneal it to 300 °C, then cool the sample down to room

temperature, and measure its thermal properties at different temperatures. Again, the same sample

was annealed to 400 °C and the thermal conductance was measured upon cooling. In this way, we

obtained the thermal conductance across different temperatures for c-GST and h-GST. Supplementary

Figure 2 (h,g) shows the results of these measurements. Annealing the 5 and 40 nm thick GST from

300 to 400 °C does not change the thermal conductance behaviour. This however, is surprising due to

the fact that the room temperature thermal conductivity of c-GST and h-GST are ∼0.7 and ∼1.3 W

m−1 K−1, respectively. This provides additional evidence for the reduction of TBC in the hexagonal

phase compared to cubic phase. We surmise that the reason we do not observe a pronounced differ-

ence between the c-GST and h-GST similar to Supplementary Figure 3(b) is because, in the case of 5

nm, the ballistic transport of carriers prevents us from observing the changes in the thermal boundary

resistance (TBR), and for the case of 40 nm, we lose sensitivity to the TBC due to increased resistance

of the GST film itself.

Supplementary Figure 3 (a,b) indicates the thermal conductance from room temperature to 400

°C for different thicknesses of GST sandwiched between 2 and 5 nm of W spacers, respectively. As can

be seen, the thermal conductance is lower when the W thickness is 2 nm. This is also observed in the

room temperature measurements as discussed in the main manuscript. Here, we observe a significant

difference especially above the phase transition temperature (≥ 150 °C). Above this temperature, the

thermal conductance for 5 nm GST in both W thicknesses linearly increases with temperature. We

attribute this to ballistic transport of phonon and electron across GST layer, as discussed in the main

manuscript. It is worthwhile to mention that the effect of TBC between GST and W above 340 °C is

most noticeable for GST thickness of 20 nm. This is because for thicknesses thinner than 20 nm, the
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Supplementary Figure 3. Thermal conductance across Ru/W/GST/W/Si for different
thicknesses of GST. (a) 5 nm and (b) 2 nm W spacers.

thermal transport is not fully diffusive. Whereas, for thicknesses larger than 20 nm, the GST layer

resistance dominates the thermal transport. These plots clearly indicate that utilizing the 2 nm W is

a better choice for electrode as it would result in a reduced thermal transport. We quantify this by

coupling the experimental data with finite element simulations and find that merely reducing the W

thickness can potentially lower the Ireset by ∼5%.

Supplementary Figure 4 (a) depicts the elemental mapping results for the GST layer determined

from STEM, indicating the homogeneous distribution of Ge, Sb, and Te in a 5 nm GST layer. Sup-

plementary Figure 4 (b) shows the TDTR measurement of the thermal conductivity as a function of

time near the transition temperature (150 °C) for 40 nm GST. Prior to taking the measurements, the

sample was heated up to 140 °C and after waiting long enough for the sample to equilibrate, the tem-

perature was raised to 160 °C at a rate of 50 K/min. As can be seen, it takes nearly 2000 s for the GST

layer to transition from amorphous to crystalline structure. Supplementary Figure 4 (c) indicates the

thermal conductivity of thin GST films that have been annealed in a furnace for more than two hours

at different temperatures. In our thin films, by applying a linear fit to the thermal resistance data as

a function of the layer thickness, the thermal conductivity can be found. This method, however, only

applies to GST for amorphous and cubic phase where the sensitivity to TBC is negligible, and we

do not expect size effects in the thermal conductivity due to the relatively small mean free paths in

the GST. As can be seen, the thermal conductivity increases as the annealing temperature increases

and the values match the those obtained from the 160 nm measurements. On the other hand, in the

hexagonal phase, since the reduction in TBC influences the measurements, the obtained resistance for

the sample that is annealed to 400 °C is close or even higher than the 320 °C sample. Considering

that h-GST has a factor of two higher thermal conductivity than c-GST, the measurement of higher
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Supplementary Figure 4. (a) Elemental map for the constituents materials in the stack configu-
ration studied (b) Thermal conductivity evolution as the GST transitions from amorphous to cubic
crystalline at 140 °C to 160 °C as a function of time for a 40 nm thick GST film with W spacers. (c)
Thermal conductivity of GST at different annealing temperatures. Note, the thermal conductivity of
400 °C annealed case is measured lower than reported in the manuscript due to the effect of reduced
thermal boundary conductance.

thermal resistance for 400 °C annealed samples than 320 °C is unexpected. After performing in situ

TEM and confirming that the GST film has not been damaged due to heating, we attributed this to

the change in the thermal boundary conductance of GST with W layer.
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Supplementary Note 3 - Why does interfacial resistance between GST and W change

as the GST transitions from cubic to hexagonal?

As the GST undergoes the cubic to hexagonal phase transition, not only does the lattice struc-

ture change, but so do the electronic structure and the bonding. Obviously, the variation of several

properties in GST makes it exceedingly difficult to pinpoint the exact reasons behind the observed

reduction in TBC. Nonetheless, in order to provide more insight into the role of crystal structure and

interfacial disorder on the observed transition in TBC, we conduct a series of molecular dynamics

simulations of the TBC across cubic and hexagonal close packed interfaces of materials that have

equivalent masses to W and GST using a 6-12 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential. Lennard-Jones is a 2-

body potential; therefore, the only free parameter is the distance between the atoms, and this enables

us to create different lattice structures using the same potential. This therefore allows us to study the

role of crystal structure and disorder on TBC without making any assumptions regarding changes in

the bonding character from the cubic to hexagonal phases. To this extent, this highlights the advan-

tages of conducting these molecular dynamics simulations using the LJ potential. Additionally, the

simplicity of these potentials allows us to assess our hypotheses to general classes of materials, thus

providing means to broadly study our posits of the origin of reduction in TBC across the crystalline

phase transitions.

Supplementary Figure 5. Molecular dynamics simulations configuration. Simulation set up
and the location of heat baths for the molecular dynamic calculations.

Since we are using LJ potentials to describe the crystalline W and GST films, in order to avoid

confusion or misrepresentation, we call the section that represents W as type 1 and the section that

represents GST as type 2. With that in mind, we use parameters provided by Filippova et al. [14] for

solid tungsten at room temperature (ε= 1.451420 eV and σ = 2.50374 nm). Although according to

the paper, these parameters are supposed to result in a BCC lattice structure, we observe the lattice

is unstable and tends to reorient to FCC structure. Nonetheless, we use this potential since our main

purpose here is to investigate the effect of structural changes on TBC. For the atoms in type 2 (GST),

we could use a LJ potential with softer bonding energy compared to that of tungsten, yet, to keep the
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Supplementary Table 3. Thermal boundary conductance (TBC) and resistance (TBR) across the
interface between different lattice structures. Disordered FCC/FCC and FCC/HCP interfaces are the
cases where the initial phase of the atoms in type 2 were amorphous, however, during the course of
simulation nucleated near the interfaces and transformed into a polycrystalline structure.

Interface TBC (MW m−2 K−1) TBR (GW−1 m2 K)

ordered FCC/FCC 838 1.193
disordered FCC/FCC 1600 0.625

ordered FCC/HCP 1045 0.957
disordered FCC/HCP 2700 0.370

model as simple as possible, we use the same potential across all atom types in the GST and W. This

allows us to only survey the effect of changes in the lattice structure. Thus, the only parameters that

are different between type 1 (W) and type 2 (GST) are average atomic masses and number density.

The atomic mass for type 1 is similar to that of W (183.84 u) and for type 2 is the arithmetic average

of Ge2Sb2Te4 (112.4 u). The number density for W and GST in our model is calculated to be ∼6.6 ×

1028 m−3 and ∼ 2.7 × 1028 m−3 which stays relatively constant across all phases. For computational

efficiency, a cutoff distance of 5.5 Å is used. For estimating the TBC at the interface between type 1

and type 2, we use a simulation box of 300 Å length with cross section area of 50×50 Å
2
. In order to

investigate the effect of disorder at the interface, we used a melt-quench technique to amorphize type

2 (GST) atoms. However, due to ordered interface of type 1, the amorphous structure nucleates near

interface and turns into a thin FCC layer at the type-1/type-2 interface. We refer to this nucleated

region as a disordered crystalline region which shows a higher TBC as compared to our “ordered”

crystalline interfaces. The summary of our calculated TBC between different lattice structure are

presented in supplementary table 3.

Our results suggest that a change in phase from cubic to HCP does not significantly change the

thermal boundary conductance. However, structural disorder at the interface could play an important

role in the reduction of TBC from the cubic to HCP phase in our measured data across the W/GST/W

interfaces. This is consistent with previous computational and experimental observations regarding

the effect of disorder at the interface on the enhancement of TBC [15–18]. Tian et al. [15] used a

theoretical approach - atomistic Green’s function- and showed that the interface roughness in Si/Ge

can increase phonon transmission compared to an ideal sharp interface. They concluded that this

effect is even more pronounced if the acoustic mismatch between the materials at the interface is

large, which is the case for GST and W. Several molecular dynamics simulations [16, 19] have shown

that compositionally disordered interfaces show higher TBCs than sharp interfaces. In addition,

Gorham et al. [17] experimentally showed that TBC can increase across ion irradiated interfaces
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of Al/native oxide/Si with sufficiently high ion dose due to compositional mixing and point defect

formation. With respect to these previous works on the effect of disorder at the interface supported

by our MD simulations, we hypothesize that one driving factor for the reduction in TBC from cubic

to hexagonal phase could be due to the reduction of disorder rather than structural phase transition.
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Supplementary Figure 6. Molecular dynamics simulation results for the system size of
50×50×300 Å

3
. (a,b) 3D and 2D visualization of the atomic arrangement in the simulation after 6

ns for cubic/cubic/cubic structure. (c,d) 3D and 2D visualization of the atomic arrangement in the
simulation after 6 ns for cubic/disordered cubic/cubic structure. The disordered cubic phase is the
result of nucleation from an amorphous phase. (e) The quality of interface after 6 million timesteps
for interfaces with different quality. (f) Temperature profile along the simulation box when ∆E =
1.5 eV/ps is added and subtracted from the hot and cold region depicted in red and blue (b,e). We
calculate the TBC to be 838 MW m−2 K−1 and 1600 MW m−2 K−1 for ordered fcc/fcc and disordered
fcc/fcc interfaces.
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Supplementary Figure 7. Molecular dynamics simulation results for the system size of
50×50×300 Å

3
. (a,b) 3D and 2D visualization of the atomic arrangement in the simulation after

6 ns for cubic/hexagonal/cubic structure. (c,d) 3D and 2D visualization of the atomic arrangement
in the simulation after 6 ns for hexagonal/disordered fcc/hexagonal structure. The disordered cubic
phase is the result of nucleation from an amorphous phase. (e) The quality of interface after 6 million
timesteps for interfaces with different quality. (f) Temperature profile along the simulation box when
∆E = 1.5 eV/ps is added and subtracted from the hot and cold region depicted in red and blue (b,e).
We calculate the TBC to be 1045 MW m−2 K−1 and 2700 MW m−2 K−1 for ordered fcc/hcp and
disordered fcc/hcp interfaces.
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Supplementary Figure 8. Normalized density of states for type 1 and type 2 for different
cases studied here. The Y-axis is dimensionless and has arbitrary units (arb. units).

Supplementary Note 4 - Sound speed measurement in ultra-thin GST

The phonon mean free path in materials plays an important role in the analysis of thermal con-

ductivity which can be estimated with the knowledge of the sound speed, specific heat, and thermal

conductivity [20]. Here, using the picosecond ultrasonic technique, we estimate the sound speed in

GST for thicknesses less than 40 nm. In the configuration studied here, due to incorporation of mul-

tiple thin layers on top of each other (inset in Supplementary Figure 9 (b)), the interpretation of

picosecond ultrasonic data can be complicated by the existence of reflections off different interfaces.

Therefore, in order to decipher the picosecond ultrasonic results accurately, we began our measure-

ments with a simple substrate/transducer sample and gradually added more layers to the stack to

deconvolve the effects of additional layers on the picosecond ultrasonic signals. Supplementary Figure

9 (a) shows the time evolution of strain waves travelling through ruthenium transducers with varying

thickness of tungsten interlayers on silicon substrate via picosecond ultrasonic measurements. As can

be clearly seen in the Supplementary Figure 9 (a), every time a strain wave reflects off an interface

and returns to the surface, a dip appears in the resultant thermoreflectivity decay curve which can be

used to measure the exact thickness of each layer with knowledge of the sound speed in the material

layers. The first decay curve corresponds to the base line where by measuring the time span between
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the echoes, assuming a sound speed of 6150 m/s for ruthenium, we can calculate the distance travelled

for each wave which corresponds to the thickness of the layers. With the addition of 10 and 20 nm

of tungsten between the ruthenium and silicon, one would expect to observe a secondary dip in the

decay curve owing to the incorporation of an additional interface. However, due to the relatively low

acoustic mismatch at the Ru/W interface, most of the wave passes through the Ru/W interface with

no significant reflection. In practice, the addition of tungsten layer manifests itself as an increase in

the distance between the echoes in the the thermal decay curve. In other words, the interface between

Ru and W does not have a noticeable impact on the transmission of strain waves and they are only

reflected off of the W/Si interface. In the light of this result, we conclude the Ru/W interface will not

affect the picosecond acoustic signal which simplifies the interpretation of data when a GST layer is

added to the system.

Supplementary Figure 9. Picosecond ultrasonic measurements (a) The TDTR signal for
different stack configuration. (b) The measured sound speed for a-GST and h-GST at different thick-
nesses. The Y-axis is dimensionless and has arbitrary units (arb. units).
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Supplementary Figure 10. Residual plot for picosecond ultrasonic measurement of a 5 nm thick
GST in amorphous and hexagonal phase and the corresponding travelling time of strain waves in the
GST layer. The Y-axis is dimensionless and has arbitrary units (arb. units).

Supplementary Figure 11. Residual plot for picosecond ultrasonic measurement of (a) 10 nm and
(b) 20 nm thick GST in amorphous and hexagonal phase and the corresponding travelling time of
strain waves in the GST layer. The Y-axis is dimensionless and has arbitrary units (arb. units).
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Supplementary Note 5 - Finite Element Simulation We model the propagation of strain

waves using finite element (FE) simulations to ensure that our interpretation of the picosecond ultra-

sonic echoes are correct. In these simulations, the density, Poisson ratio, and the longitudinal sound

speed are used as an input to determine the location of echoes in time. As such, the solid lines in

Supplementary Figure 5 (a) in the main manuscript correspond to the simulation results and the

dotted line corresponds to the picosecond residuals. As can be seen in Supplementary Figure 5 (a),

the “humps” and “troughs” in the residual plots agree well with the simulations. The agreement for

the location of the echoes between the simulations and the experiment confirms that they are not an

artifact of measurement and are directly related to the reflection of the strain waves from the inter-

faces. The schematic in Supplementary Figure 5 (b) depicts the propagation of strain waves across

different layers for the configuration studied here. As can be seen in Fig 5 (b) i, a strain wave is

launched from the surface and travels across the Ru layer. Upon reaching the Ru/W interface, a lack

of sufficient acoustic mismatch between Ru and W, allows the wave packet to completely pass through

the interface without any interference (Fig 5 (b) ii). On the other hand, once the strain wave reaches

the W/GST interface (Fig 5 (b) iii), as a result of large acoustic mismatch between W and GST,

the wave is partially reflected and travels back to the surface and appears as upward “humps” in the

residual plot. The other portion of the wave that passes the interface travels across the GST layer,

and again, is partially reflected upon reaching the other GST/W interface where the consequence of

this reflection appears as downward “troughs” in the residual plot. Using the time it takes for the

strain waves to travel across the film, we can estimate the longitudinal sound speed.

Supplementary Figures 12 (a) and (b) depict the temperature profiles for a typical confined cell

PCM device of 20 nm and 120 nm diameter, respectively, when the devices are subject to Ireset and

reach thermal equilibrium. The Ireset is determined by ramping up the applied current until the

880 K isothermal lines (black lines in both Figures) touch the sidewalls of the PCM elements. The

RESET condition is chosen in this way because 880 K is the melting temperature of Ge2Sb2Te5 and we

assume the portions of GST enclosed within the 880 K isothermal lines are molten and consequently

amorphized after rapid cool-down. Therefore, the shunting paths are eliminated in such a condition,

and the PCM devices are converted to the high resistance state. We repeat the same analysis for a

mushroom cell geometry, Supplementary Figure 12 (c) and (d), and observe marginal change in the

reset current compared to confined cell geometry.
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Supplementary Figure 12. Finite element simulations. (a,b) Temperature profile for a 35
nm thick GST memory cell with a confined cell geometry with 20 and 120 nm lateral size. (c,d)
Temperature profile for a 35 nm thick GST memory cell with a mushroom cell geometry with 20 and
120 nm lateral size.
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Supplementary Note 6 - Transmission Electron Microscopy In-situ heating was performed

in a FEI Titan TEM at 300 kV equipped with a Gatan OneView camera. A Gatan heating holder

(model 652) and Smart Set Hot Stage Controller (model 901) was used to heat the samples incremen-

tally from room temperature by manually setting and ramping the applied current until the desired

temperatures was attained. The manually ramping allowed for live continuous acquisition (in-situ

movie) while transitioning from 25 to 240 °C and 240 to 400 °C, in addition to imaging and diffraction

at 25, 240, and 400 °C where the temperature was held constant within ±5 °C. All diffraction patterns

were taken using the OneView operating in DP mode to maximize the dynamic range of the camera.

Selected-area diffraction patterns were acquired using an aperture collecting from an area 160 nm in

diameter. The large collection region of the selected-area aperture relative to the thin-film thickness

allowed sampling from both the GST layer and Si substrate providing a self-consistent calibration for

GST amorphous ring patterns and crystalline diffraction patterns.

Supplementary Figure 13. Transmission electron microscopy for a-GST, c-GST, and h-
GST phases and their corresponding diffraction patterns. (a-c) 160 nm GST, (e-g) 40 nm
GST film.
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Supplementary Figure 14. Scanning transmission electron microscopy images for 5 nm
thick a-GST.
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